
 

UU101  

 

Week One: History- Minister 

 

7:00-7:15  Chalice Lighting; Introduce ground rules by first talking about Principles for a Healthy 

Congregation.   

   -Purpose of class 

   -Confidentiality, right to pass 

 

7:15-7:25 Introductions and share what you hope to get out of this class 

 

7:25-8:05 Brief intro of Unitarian and Universalist authority 

Connections by shared values rather than creeds or single set of beliefs.    

Principles and sources  

Activity: Forrest Church has said that "Religion is our human response to the dual reality 

of being alive and having to die." It is here that we can wrestle with the big religious 

questions. You are going to have the opportunity to wrestle with these questions today, 

remembering we all come from different spiritual backgrounds, and so our answers will 

be different.  

 

Give 5 minutes to write out some thoughts on these statements.  

Break into groups of 3-4 to discuss and finish these statements.  

To me: 

1. Human beings are… 

2. God is… 

3. Conflict and war are… 

4. When people die they… 

5. Love is… 

6. Jesus is… 

7. Prayer is… 

 

8:05-8:15  Reflection  

 

8:15-9:00 History of Unitarian Universalism 

-continuums about Jesus, the afterlife, and God.  

 

9:00-9:15  Questions 

 

 

Week Two: Deepening – Congregational Life Coordinator 

 

(Supplies needed: paper, markers, gong, hymnals) 

 

7:00-7:15  Opening: meditation with gong 

 

Circle Question: “What is your greatest wish for your involvement at the Fellowship?  

Put another way, what are you looking for here more than anything else?” 

     

 

7:15-7:45  Introduction to programs  

Things you’ve done?  



Anything you’ve wanted to do? 

    Music, RE, Wellspring  

    Social justice  

    Lay Ministry 

    Pastoral care 

   

 

8:00-8:45 Sharing of Spiritual Journeys through drawing 

 Ask them to share significant events and changes in spiritual journey culminating in why 

they came to the Fellowship 

 Give time limit on sharing within small groups 

 

 

8:45   Closing Ritual  

   Light candles with insight from class 

   Responsive Reading #466 

 

   New member Joining 

 

Week Three: Meaningful Membership - Minister 

 

6:30-6:45  Welcome/Ingathering 

Flower Communion intro 

Circle question: What’s something meaningful that happened today (or recently)? 

 

6:45-7:00   Order of Service models what we do  

Gathering, Sharing, Centering, Searching and Closing 

 

 

7:00-7:20  Organizational Chart 

Who does what and why? 

Policy governance 

Aligning responsibility with authority 

Be in touch with staff! 

 

7:20-7:40 Culture of Generosity  

  Partner sharing: Name a time you’ve received generosity. 

  Circle question: What does “culture of generosity” mean? 

  

7:40-7:50  Body Break  

 

7:50-8:15 Stewardship 

Mother Theresa’s “give til it hurts” v. Patti Lawrence’s “give til it helps” 

Talking about money is one way to talk about our values 

Theologically, we believe everyone can and does contribute 

Practically, it means no set amount 

Personal sharing from Leah 

Partner sharing: Reflect on a time that you’ve been generous.  

     

8:15-8:30  Questions/Closing 

Take a flower 

Circle question: What is one word that symbolizes meaning in your life? 
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